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Study 2. ‘The hour of His Judgement
is come’.

Study Outline
•Revision study 1
•Harvest of the earth 14:14-16.
•Mid-Heaven proclamation 14:6-8.
•Character of the Redeemed 14:4-5
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Revelation 14:13
And I heard a voice from heaven
saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the
dead which die in the lord from
henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that
they may rest from their labours; and
their works do follow them.

13

From now!
Rev. 2:26
Rev.14:11
Rev. 11:18 From this time! Rev.15:8

‘The time of blessedness is when the
smoke has all cleared out of the temple;
and the saints have fully executed the
judgement committed to them.’ Eureka

Isa.11:10
Heb.4:9-11

‘That they may take rest
from their labours and
their works; He goeth in
aid of with them.’
Bro Thomas Eureka

30yrs prior to and leading
up to the Millennium 4
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The Harvest & Vintage of the Earth
Armageddon

10 yrs

“Harvest of
Temple?
the Earth”

Joel 3 13-14

2Cor.6:16
1Pet.2:5

30 yrs

6

Declaration of Atheists
 ▼ Do you believe in a supreme being?

 It is not a matter whether an atheist 'believes' in a

supreme being or not, it is more to the point that
atheists accept there is no evidence for such an
entity.
 That the thought of the existence of a supreme being
can enter the minds of humans is absolutely no
proof that a supreme being exists anymore than
does the thought of fairies make them real.

http://atheistfoundation.org.au

The Lamb shall overcome them
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Declaration of Atheists
 ▼ If you do not believe in “God”, then from where

does your morality come?
 All rules of conduct are human made. They are the result of
requirements necessary for cooperation in maintaining
social order. The higher animals, including humans have
evolved empathetic and compassionate traits beneficial to
survival. Our intellect continually refines these, as
circumstance requires. Ask yourself this question:
If you found sufficient evidence, conclusively proving
that a god did not exist, would you develop into an
immoral person?

http://atheistfoundation.org.au

The Lamb shall overcome them
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The Harvest & Vintage of the Earth
Armageddon
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“Harvest of
the Earth”

Joel 3 13-14
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Rev. 16:21
Rev. 18:20
Rev. 20:9
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Lamb on
Mt. Zion
14:1

Harvest & Vintage of
the Earth R ev.14
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40yrs

10yrs

Return
of Christ

1

Mid Heaven
proclamation
10 yrs.

3

Catholic Europe Destroyed
30 yrs

Rome
Destroyed
14:8

Armageddon
Harvest of the Earth
14:15

4

Vintage of
the Earth
14:18

Millennium
11

Mid – Heaven
Proclamation R ev.14
40yrs

10yrs
M id Heaven
proclam ation
10 ys.

Rome
Destroyed
14:8
Armageddon
Harvest of the Earth
14:15

Millennium
12

Revelation 14:6-7
6

Gk = ‘an angel’ (Saints) Cp. Rev 10:1

And I saw another angel fly in the
midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel
to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and to
every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people.

Gr. evangelion aionian – good news pertaining to the age.
7
Saying with
voice,
Fear
God,
and
give glory to
“Millennial
good
news”
– Bro.
Thomas
“Mid-heaven”
Diaglott a loud
The
‘Air”for
of Rev.
16:17
= The political
“The proclamation
in midheaven
is
him;
the
hour
of
his
judgment
is
come:
and
Pentecostian, not judicial and vengeful. It
firmament of Babylon the Great.
the approach
of judgement
worship
him that
and earth,
and
the sea,
•Armageddon
is past. made heaven announces
impending,
not
in
actual
manifestation;
•Christ’s government established in
and the
fountains of waters. and therefore invites a return to God as
Holy Land.
the condition of liberty, or escape from the
•World still unsubdued.
wrath to come.” Eureka Vol 5 p.38
40yrs prior to Millennium

14

Revelation 14:1-5
A series of rolling thunderstorms
that will:

•Cut down the harvest of the earth.
•Lop off the clusters of its vine.
•Overthrow Babylon.
•Torment the worshippers of the beast with fire.

2

And I heard a voice from heaven, as the voice of
many waters, and as the voice of a great thunder:
and I heard the voice of harpers harping with their
harps:
40yrs prior to Millennium

15

Revelation 14:1-5
Creature with a number!
1

Cp. Ch.12 & 13

And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb
stood on the mount Sion, and
with him an hundred forty and four thousand,
having his Fathers name written in their foreheads.

Lamb/144,000
Dragon/Beast
And I heard
a voice from heaven,
as the power!
voice of
exercises
exercises
power!
many
and as the voice of14:9-10.
a great17:14.
thunder:
12:17.waters,
13:7

2

and I heard the voice of harpers
with is
their
Noteharping
how this power
harps:
exercised and why.
Ch.11:19

40yrs prior to Millennium
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Humanismininthe
theChurches
Churches
Humanism
Revelation 14:1-5

Who are the women?
Rev.17:1-2, 5
4

“ Among
the manyoftypes
of
Increasing
tolerance
divorce,
humanism
I have
met inand
human
feminism, that
political
activism
history,
I have found
of Jesus
homosexuality
havethat
made
the of
Nazareth
particularly
attractive,
Anglican
Church
a spearhead
in
although remote
in time and open to
humanism.
completion by many more recent
The Argument!
cultural elements.
It is a humanism of
universal,
unselfish,
love.”
st Century
The values
of the 1brotherly
J. Gomez Caffarena - Jesuit Priest.
Christians
, and of the Israelites

These are they which were not defiled with
them,
were
relative
“These
Humanism
has
come
tovalues.
mean a
women; for they are virgins.before
are
they
which
It is argued
that ifand
something
reverence
for
man
a concern
for
follow the lamb withersoever
he
goeth.
These
were
becomes
culturally
it
his dignity,
moralityacceptable,
and happiness,
redeemed from among men, being
the
firstfruits
becomes
linked
with morally
a belief acceptable.
that these ends
unto God and to the lamb. are best served by the advance of
Humanism
affects
Moral
scientific
outlook”
Behaviour!
Archbishop of Canterbury
40yrs prior to Millennium
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‘Gather yourselves
together unto the
supper of the great
God’.
Next Session God willing

